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Tables for: Effects of Drotrecogin Alpha (Activated) on organ dysfunction in the PROWESS study [Crit Care Med 31(3):834-840, 2003. © 2003 Lippincott Williams &amp; Wilkins] 1.Temperature?2.Average blood pressure?3.Heart rate?4.Respiratory rate?5.Oxygenation?6.Bicarb serum?7.PH arters sodium serum?9.Potassium Serum?10.Serical creatinine
level?11.Acute renal failure?12.Hematocrit?13.WBC?14.Glasgow Coma score?15.Age?16.History of severe organ failure or immunocompromised?17.Post Operating? Created by Fill in required fields. Why did you develop the APACHE system? When we started [developing APACHE] in the 1970s, DRGs [diagnosis-related groups] were just coming to the
scene, and of course they were oriented towards the business and financial aspects of health care. There is little correlation with the clinician. But people relied on DRGs as a way to classify and identify patients, especially in intensive care. At the time, it was important not so much to reinvent the diagnostic system, but to talk about how patients get to
different levels of severity. And at that time, there was really nothing out there. People used a single blood test, like a level of lactate in the blood, and then they chose a threshold, above this or below that. But drawing thresholds is a losing method when you have a continuous measure, such as blood lactate. Then Bryan Jennett created the Glasgow Coma
Scale score, and was very successful. But this only avased head trauma patients and emergencies. So we started looking at the role of using a patient's physiology in the intensive care unit and then developing a comprehensive measure of severity that could at least start discriminating against one patient from another better than DRG. We were
unexpectedly well received. At our first critical congress in the late 1970s, there was an extraordinary amount of interest, and so we started pursuing this. We evolved it: it had a large number of variables, and also something as simple as the equations we had developed for APACHE at the time, you should put them on your computer on Friday nights and
wait until Monday morning. We were dealing with a technology that was not yet able to handle large-volume calculations. So we decided to refine APACHE II to put it on one side of a piece of paper, and I think that was the only more important efficiency that we did. I remember we had a researcher hiking in the Himalayas, and she was hospitalized in Kuala
Lumpur, she said there was nothing in the hospital, oxygen, mattresses. But there was APACHE II, attached to the wall. So we knew there was something about the simplicity of using this. There's been a big strategic discussion about whether we should stop and then keep updating ourselves with a new because as we know now, with the scoring systems of
any kind of classification system, it's not like wine, it doesn't improve with age. You need a database that very topical. APACHE II published a couple of years ago how much results in critical care had changed across the spectrum and we're doing better than before, so databases from years and years ago don't really represent contemporary results. But at
that time, the technology was getting a lot better, computers were starting to run faster, we had a lot faster than the computer, and we imagined the future even in the late '80s and early '90s that we could have an algorithm-based system that would automatically retrieve data for people, and be able to help them make critical decisions based on how sick the
patient was. , if the therapy worked, how long the patient is expected to stay, etc. It was the last time the country before the last time was trying to make some progress in interoperability in health technology. But at that time we didn't know. We couldn't wait for people to collect data and use scoring systems, as they still do on MDCalc, and they would be able
to consult a computer, just like Google's algorithms do now. It's learning all the time from the database who you are, what you ask, etc. and we really thought you could have a dynamic, algorithm-based system that could start providing decision support that I and many others felt we needed. And of course what happened, to cut a long story short, that in the
decades since the release of APACHE II, has been extraordinarily disappointing to me personally, that we have made so little progress in moving health technology forward with interoperability and modern computers. In the end, we were unable to achieve these very ambitious objectives. I think it continues, it's updated well, and over the years the full
APACHE IV system, which is the latest version with the latest algorithm and database, is not really used nearly as much as APACHE II. So, in retrospect, if we had known that the future would be so limited in the development of health technology, I think we would have said, let's stay with APACHE II and try to update the database so that it's compatible with
contemporary results. While we have developed systems like APACHE IV that are much more sensitive and much more capable than APACHE II, the ability to automatically power those algorithms is still extremely limited. So, if you use APACHE, be sure to use it with a database, yours or someone else's, that uses contemporary patients, so the relationship
between scoring and what happens to people changes over time. You can use the same score, but you want to have current patients and their results in the system. The inability, for any reason, of health care to achieve the same degree of technology as banking and commerce and all other large industries, will be seen as the main gap of modern times. I
don't want to comment on who's responsible for this, but they have a number of products that have historically started working, in financial offices, and have never seen or ever wanted to develop the ability to talk to each other. That is what we are unfortunately stuck with. People are being treated by doctors, but there's no system out there that was designed
primarily with doctors in mind. While all these so popular websites - Google, Amazon, Apple call it - why are they so popular? Because they take information about what the user wants and what the user needs. The user is a person, an individual. It's not an institution. If only medicine had been able to see it, and somehow make that transition from developing
an information system for an institution or practice instead of developing it for the individuals who use it. I didn't see it happen. William Knaus, MD, is professor emeritus of the University of Virginia School of Medicine and a member of the National Academy of Medicine. Dr. Knaus is an active researcher in many areas including cancer genomics, sepsis, and
the results of severely ill patients. To view Dr. William Knaus' publications, visit PubMedContent ContributorsRelated CalcsqSOFASIRS &amp; Sepsis CriteriaGlasgow Coma Scale (GCS)Do you have any feedback on this calculator? General Calculators Addiction Medicine Anesthesiology COVID-19 Cardiac Surgery Critical Care Cardiac Therapy General
Medicine ICU AKI Disease Severity Neurological Intensive Care Respiratory Intensive Care Sepsis Trauma Emergency Endocrinology Gastroenterology Geriatrics Hematology Infectious Disease Medical Imaging Medical Mental Health Nephrology Acute Renal Lesion Chronic Kidney Disease Fluids &amp; Electrolytes Glomerulonephritis Hemodialysis
Hypertension Lupus Nephrolytiasis PD Pathology Polycystic Renal Disease Thrombotic Microangiopathy Transplantation eGFR Neurology / Neurosurgery Obstetrics &amp; Gynecology Oncology Orthopedics Otolaryngology (ENT) Pathology &amp; Laboratory Medicine Pediatrics General Growth Pediatrics Infectious Disease Mental Health Trauma/Critical
Care Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Physiotherapy Preventive Medicine Breathology Rheumatology Transplantation Urology Vascular Surgery Score on ITUGenerally composed of 2 parts Severity scaleClassificationClassificationSimplementsBased to clinical judgmentAtomicalE mainly for trauma (e.g. AIS abbreviated injury score)Disease specificEg
Ranson's for pancreatitis , Child-PughWeighted Therapeutic Intervention Score System (TISS)Organ SpecificEg Sepsis-related Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA)Physiological assessmentBasta on routine measured variables (APACHE)Ideal scoreBastato on easily recorded variablesSee calibrated At the high level of discriminationApplicable to all patient
populations in different countriesCapacity to predict quality of life after discharge of intensive care Common scoring systemsAcute physiological and chronic health assessment Pre-exist disease, patient reserve and severity of acute diseaseMore than simple acute physiology (SAPS)Link:www.opus12.org/SAPS_II.htmlScore obtained in the first 24 hours by
evaluating 12 variables in the latest versionDea death prediction button (MPM)Chronic health assessment, acute diagnosis and physiological variables make it possible to predict death. 24-hour ITU admission and admission data are usedSOFALink:clincal.com/icumortality/SOFA.aspxBased on 6 organ systems (respiratory, CV, CNS, renal, clotting and liver -
each weighted 1-4). Final score of 4-24More organ dysfunction score (MODS)Link:reference.medscape.com/calculator/mods-score-multiple-organ-dysfunctionBased on 6 organ systems: resp (pO2:FiO2 ratio), renal (creatinine), liver (bilirubin), CV (pressure-adjusted HR), eem (platelets), CNS (GCS) with weighted scores of 0-4. Enables daily
predictionCEACCPLink:ceaccp.oxfordjournals.org/content/8/5/181.full.pdf predictionCEACCPLink:ceaccp.oxfordjournals.org/content/8/5/181.full.pdf
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